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We Will Cover…

1. Introduction – bereavement, loss and grief
2. Stages and Models of grief 
3. Children's/Young People’s responses to 

bereavement 
4. Whole school approaches to bereavement
5. Ideas for Support – activities



Before We Start…

• This awareness training is designed to help you support
children/young people who have been through a bereavement. We
are not expecting bereavement specialists but just for you to able to
offer support to children and their families and then signpost to an
appropriate agency where necessary.

• For us to not address our own reactions to bereavement would be
unfair. We need to be able to give the very best of care to the
people we will meet and we need to be able to understand our own
limitations.



My Experience and Yours



Two Names Exercise



Collins Dictionary

Loss =  No longer having something or having less of it

Bereavement = Sorrow you feel or state you are in when a 
relative or close friend dies

Grief = A feeling of intense sadness, a period of mourning 
especially after a loved one dies.



Stages 
of Grief and Models

There are many theories and models of grief. 

It is ok to move around and to be in more than one stage at 
any given time. Celebrations, anniversaries and birthdays can 
lead to regression back into a stage. Remember that grief is 
unique to the individual. There is no ‘one size fits all’!



SHOCK
“Auto Pilot”



SHOCK – “Auto Pilot”

• Reality has not penetrated
• The bereaved person appears to be ‘managing’ well
• Inappropriate responses - may laugh when given the news
• Detached, numbness, feeling ‘cocooned’
• Disbelief, inability to listen
• Vulnerable so not in control of emotions
• Possible fight/flight/freeze/flop response
• Need tenderness - not ready for counselling 
• Focus on practical needs and formalities



PAIN
“Bag of wet cement”



PAIN 
“Bag of wet cement”

• Feelings and pain rise up - reality check is painful
• Grief comes over in waves of distress
• Intense yearning, pining, empty feeling, desperation
• Graphic use of language – torn, wrenched, heart broken
• Ritualistic behaviour e.g. visiting the grave everyday, creating a 

shrine
• Searching behaviour – dreams, hallucinations, superstitions
• Counsellor/Worker may feel disempowered 
• Various feelings – anger, guilt, anxiety, irritability, extreme sorrow
• Depressive state (moods), Difficulty concentrating, restless



ADJUSTMENT
“Head/Heart conflict”



ADJUSTMENT
“Head/Heart conflict”

• Exhausting period

• Intellectual acceptance long before emotional acceptance

• Possible guilt



“Wound healed, but scarred”
HEALING



HEALING
“Wound healed, but scarred”

• New patterns of life established
• Adopting new roles and skills
• Making a memorial
• Making necessary practical adjustments e.g. moving house
• Ready to invest in the world
• Able to recall memories without feeling overwhelmed



Tonkin’s Model



How Children 
and Young 
People 
Grieve…



‘Every 22 Minutes A 
Child In The UK Is 

Bereaved Of A Parent’



‘Approximately one in 25 children and 
young people have experienced 

bereavement of a parent or sibling’ 



‘1 in 29 school children has been 
bereaved of a parent or sibling -

that's a child in every class’



‘Each year, around 6000 families 
are bereaved by suicide’



‘The incidence of childhood 
bereavement in youth offenders can be 
up to ten times higher (41%) than the 

national average (4%)’



Guided 
imagery



Common Responses To Grief

Sadness, not necessarily 
shown in crying. 

Guilt

Relief

AngerDisbelief

Confusion

Fear

Rage
Anxiety and a desire to 
control events and people. 

DespairFeeling ‘frozen’

Avoiding the subject

Wanting to keep busy at all costs 

Yearning

Powerlessness 
Worthlessness 



Infants – Under 2 Years
Common Reactions/Expectations

Feeding and sleeping difficulties

The child will pick up on the feelings of grief surrounding them – heightened crying or 
longer periods of quiet

A sense of loss is felt by the infant – separation anxiety

Display an increase in anxiety towards strangers



Children 3-5 Years
Common Reactions/Expectations

The Child jumps in & out of grief – e.g. sad one minute then goes out to play the next
– ‘puddles of grief’

Fear if faced with separation from a carer, or further abandonment from a loved one. 
This may show by crying, kicking, biting, holding on etc.

Sleep problems.

May think dead people continue to do everyday things. ‘Magical thinking’.

Child may think they caused the death or illness or made things worse by bad 
behaviour.



Children 6-9 Years
Common Reactions/Expectations

Withdrawal, sadness, loneliness, & low mood.

May act in an angry way causing problems at home/school or conversely become 
compliant to be the ‘perfect child’.

The child may fear that death/illness is contagious.

Regression

May get confused with explanations about death e.g. the purpose of coffins, 
cremations & burials. May develop an interest in death, illness, violence etc.. 



Children 9-11 Years
Common Reactions/Expectations

Dramatic change of behaviours - may become withdrawn or display anger.

Concerns over who will care for them

A sense of morality has developed e.g. a sense of good & bad behaviour. This may 
have an impact on their feelings of grief dependent on the type of death (e.g., suicides, 
murder etc..). May start to project blame onto others.

May start to proportion blame on themselves e.g. ‘It is my fault  she dies because I 
shouted at mum & said bad things to her…’

May become the ‘perfect child’

Question more about the actual death – want specifics

Develop interest in biological factors  of death

May have more of an interest in spiritual aspects



Adolescents
Common Reactions/Expectations

Will grieve more like an adult now. They understand that death is inevitable, universal 
and irreversible.

May show a ‘depression’ type state - withdrawal, sadness, loneliness & low mood.

Rejection of some adults may happen.

There may be reluctance to talk about issues. Closing up.

Risk taking behaviour or anti-social behaviour

Regression or may stay away from home

‘Crying clown syndrome’ – over use of jokes and humour



How Can You Help In 
School?

• Sometimes the teacher is the first person the young person wants to talk to 
about the death. 

• You may be the first to notice changes in behaviour as family are grieving.
• Ensure you are communicating with the young person’s family throughout.

• Ask the family how they want you to manage the communication in school.

• Designated member of staff for the child/young (not necessarily their teacher).
• Provide an uninterrupted space for sharing their thoughts and feelings.



• Allow ‘time-out’ when needed.
• Deterioration in academic work is ‘normal’  - be sensitive in approach.
• Answer questions succinctly as you can – if you can’t then don’t try just 

find someone who can.
• If you have to inform them of the death then use factual information that 

is age appropriate. 
• Plan for Mothers and Fathers day events carefully in advance.
• Let the child/young person know of support from other organisations.
• Remember supporting someone through a bereavement can be 

emotionally draining – implement self-care strategies.

How Can You Help In 
School?



A Whole School Approach

• Ensure you take a whole school approach and all staff know the 
expectations.

• Plan for how students will be told the news.

• Prepare for dealing with the media (suicide, murder etc.).

• Ensure you have a bereavement policy.

• Offer support to staff who are supporting the child/family.



Summary

• Be honest 
• Help them to meet others in a similar 

situation
• Use clear language
• Expect questions 
• Recognise and acknowledge
• Don’t assume 
• Allow time 
• Help them plan the future
• Check the child’s understanding
• Try to normalise 
• Share your story in an age appropriate 

way



Activities and 
Support



Salt Jar
Exercise



Memory 
Box



Memory Stones
‘Rocky Rocks’



Memory Stones
‘Rocky Rocks’

Jenga
Game



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iqQ2mQV5b0
w

Lion King Clip



Memory book

Feelings volcanoes/feelings door 
handle/worry dolls/sticky notes

What makes me angry? - Potato 
throwing/paper ripping/tile smashing -
plant

Future game First aid kit

Balloons

Creative visualisation
Plant a tree, plant etc…

Family sessions/Peer sessions Questions for a medic

Worksheets/Books/Videos



Help From Winston’s Wish

10 ways to remember people on special days – maybe their birthday or the anniversary of their 

death

15 ways to remember people at Christmas

10 Ways to remember your Mother on Mother’s Day

10 Ways to remember your Father on Father’s Day

Winston’s Wish, The Clara Burgess Centre, Bayshill

Road, Cheltenham, Gloucestershire, GL50 3AW

Telephone: 01242 515157  Fax: 01242 546187  Email: 

info@winstonswish.org.uk  Web: 

www.winstonswish.org.uk



The darkest nights
produce the brightest stars…


